
Luisa, Jesus Formed the Book of the Divine Fiat in her Soul 
 

 
 

V29 – 7.6.31 - “My daughter, one who does My Will and Lives in It forms in her soul the 
Book of the Divine Fiat.  But this Book must be Full, not empty or with only a few pages 
written; if it is not Full, she shall soon finish reading It, and having nothing to read, she shall 
occupy herself with something else, and therefore the Life of My Divine Will shall be 
interrupted and as though broken in the creature.  On the other hand, if It is Full, she shall 
have always something to read; and if it seems that It ends, I shall add other Pages more 
Sublime, so that she may never lack the Life, the Knowledge ever New, and the Substantial 
Nourishment of My Divine Volition.  So, the interior must be like many Pages in order to 
form this Book:  Page the intelligence, Page the will and the memory, Page the desire, the 
affection, the heartbeat, Page the word, which must be able to repeat what it read, otherwise 
it shall remain like a book that shall do Good to no one, while for one who Forms a Book the 
First Purpose is to Propagate It.  So, the whole interior must be written with Pages of My 
Divine Will, and this Book must be so Full, that she must be unable to find anything else to 
read but My Will alone.  Now, when the soul has her interior Book Full, she shall Know very 
well the External Book of the Divine Will.  All of Creation is nothing other than a Book of It; 
each Created thing is a Page that Forms an Immense Book, and of many Volumes.  So, having 
Formed her interior Book and read It thoroughly, she shall be able to read very well the 
External Book of all Creation, and in all things she shall find My Divine Will in Act of giving 
her Its Life, Its Lessons, most High and Sublime, and Its Delicious and Holy Food.  It shall 
happen to one who has Formed in her interior this Book of the Divine Fiat, and has read It 
thoroughly, as to someone who has possessed a book, has read it over and over again, has 
studied well the most difficult things, has smoothed out all difficulties, elucidated the most 
obscure points, in such a way that he has consumed his life over that book.  If a person from 
outside brought to him another similar book, he shall most certainly be able to read it, and 
shall recognize in that one his own Book.  More so, since My Divine Will has enclosed the 
creature within Its most Holy Circle, and has placed in the depth of the soul the Book of Its 
Fiat, and in Creation It has Repeated Its Divine Book, in such a Way that One Echoes within 
the other, and they understand each other in an Admirable Way.  Here is why it is Necessary 
to Recognize the Book of the Divine Fiat in the depth of one’s soul, read It thoroughly to 
make of It Perennial Life; and in this Way one shall easily be able to Read the Beautiful Pages 
and the great Book of My Will of All Creation.” 

FIAT!!! 


